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Leon was certain of just one thing; the lizard transported him into that world,
knowing that he would have a hard time going back . Still, even though that
monster has the power to travel between worlds and slow down time, his
powers weren't absolute . Otherwise, he wouldn't need to use humans or
interfere with Leon's work .

"If the humans of this world can use magic… then they faced the same

problems we faced . I bet I can find some dungeons in this world, and using
those will be the easiest way to return home . "

The problem was, Leon could end up getting even more lost . Besides, he was
pretty sure he didn't hear of a dungeon that spawned humans that had stones
on their foreheads . So the chance of him finding a dungeon that would lead

him directly to Earth was null .

"By the look of things, it seems the people here used magic to survive . That
would explain why I saw so many individuals flying, and the people walking
nearby noticed my presence . Just like the lizard said, I lost my advantage . "

Despite that, Leon was quite happy with the place he was, because he would
have the chance to learn several things . If he could choose between going
home and learn several spells, he would choose to go home, but now that he



was in trouble, he had to make the better of the situation . There was also
even a chance that he may find a clue of how to return home by observing and
learning how the people of that world use magic . If dragonnewt didn't look
so lazy, Leon wouldn't think that . Fortunately, the monster was pretty
incompetent .
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"Let's see… I should make a few preparations first . "

Leon could have escaped from his pursuers a lot faster if he had created a few
magic items for himself, but he didn't . However, now he had the chance . It
wasn't a good idea to slack off on his practice, but Leon wouldn't be able to
practice if he dies or gets captured . He had to make a few magic items to

keep himself safe… Besides, it was kind of scary to imagine what those guys
would do to him if Leon gets caught .

"They aren't coming… so I guess I'm safe for the time being . "

Leon looked to the hole and didn't see any sign of someone coming down to
chase him . However, the situation wasn't that good . The mist was near the
ground, but even in the distance, Leon couldn't see any sign of sunlight . It
would be hard to find anything in such place, monsters and dungeons
wouldn't be an exception .

"It looks like the world above is quite peaceful, I didn't see monsters, and
since I managed to create such destructions, monsters also could easily



damage the city, but they didn't . That means that the monsters are below the

city, or perhaps those guys found a way to get rid of them once and for all . "
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Just imagining things wouldn't let Leon learn or discover anything, so he
chose a direction and started to fly aimlessly . After flying for a few hours and

finding nothing, Leon couldn't help but frown . Even if the inhabitants of that
world succeeded in sealing the under and the upper world from each other, it
was too weird not to find anything .

"Maybe I should fly low for a while; even the destroyed city is big… I'm
bound to find something interesting near the ground . Besides, I have Poison
Resistance, and Mana Armor should keep me protected . "

Slowly, Leon lowered his altitude; it was weird since he felt like the more he
approached the ground, the heavier he felt . But soon, he discovered that
wasn't just his imagination .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Gravity Resistance .
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You obtained 01 status points .

"It looks like poison isn't the only thing I have to worry about . "

If Mana Armor couldn't protect Leon against gravity, he was pretty sure it
wouldn't protect him from Poison . However, Leon had the skill to dispel it…
unless that mist melts his body, he won't die so quickly .

Before landing, Leon tried to disperse the purple mist with a powerful blast of
wind, but after a few seconds, the fog returned to cover the are… as if it was

an automatic spell . Not only that, when Leon landed, he felt like his legs
were made of metal, and the ground was a huge magnet . Thanks to Mana
Dominion, he noticed that both the mist and the gravity were spells probably
cast by the people on the upper world . A spell that consumed the mana of the

world to keep its effects on indefinitely .

"Those guys can certainly teach me a few tricks… but considering that I

destroyed their city a little, maybe they won't be so eager to give me a few
lessons . "

It didn't take long before Leon could feel his nose burn and then to start to
bleed . Even though he had the Poison Resistance, he would die if he breathes
that for too long . Fortunately, the nosebleed ended once he activated
Regeneration . That being said, the thick smell of something wet and salty
was enough to make Leon feel dizzy nonstop .

Although he would be able to train Poison Resistance and Regeneration at the
same time, Leon decided to hurry up since he couldn't imagine himself
endure that odor for more than a few minutes .



Using blasts of wind, Leon managed to find several pieces of metal in all
directions . Unlike their current state, it seemed like before the monsters
appeared, the inhabitants of that world used metal to build almost everything .

"It looks like their civilization was pretty advanced… I can see several

electronic objects in weird shapes . That explains why it looks like all their
population has a firm grasp over mana . "

Leon was certain of just one thing; the lizard transported him into that world,
knowing that he would have a hard time going back . Still, even though that
monster has the power to travel between worlds and slow down time, his
powers werent absolute . Otherwise, he wouldnt need to use humans or
interfere with Leons work .

If the humans of this world can use magic… then they faced the same
problems we faced . I bet I can find some dungeons in this world, and using
those will be the easiest way to return home .

The problem was, Leon could end up getting even more lost . Besides, he was
pretty sure he didnt hear of a dungeon that spawned humans that had stones
on their foreheads . So the chance of him finding a dungeon that would lead

him directly to Earth was null .

By the look of things, it seems the people here used magic to survive . That
would explain why I saw so many individuals flying, and the people walking
nearby noticed my presence . Just like the lizard said, I lost my advantage .

Despite that, Leon was quite happy with the place he was, because he would
have the chance to learn several things . If he could choose between going
home and learn several spells, he would choose to go home, but now that he



was in trouble, he had to make the better of the situation . There was also
even a chance that he may find a clue of how to return home by observing and
learning how the people of that world use magic . If dragonnewt didnt look so
lazy, Leon wouldnt think that . Fortunately, the monster was pretty
incompetent .

Lets see… I should make a few preparations first .

Leon could have escaped from his pursuers a lot faster if he had created a few
magic items for himself, but he didnt . However, now he had the chance . It
wasnt a good idea to slack off on his practice, but Leon wouldnt be able to
practice if he dies or gets captured . He had to make a few magic items to

keep himself safe… Besides, it was kind of scary to imagine what those guys
would do to him if Leon gets caught .

They arent coming… so I guess Im safe for the time being .

Leon looked to the hole and didnt see any sign of someone coming down to
chase him . However, the situation wasnt that good . The mist was near the
ground, but even in the distance, Leon couldnt see any sign of sunlight . It
would be hard to find anything in such place, monsters and dungeons wouldnt
be an exception .

It looks like the world above is quite peaceful, I didnt see monsters, and since
I managed to create such destructions, monsters also could easily damage the
city, but they didnt . That means that the monsters are below the city, or
perhaps those guys found a way to get rid of them once and for all .

Just imagining things wouldnt let Leon learn or discover anything, so he
chose a direction and started to fly aimlessly . After flying for a few hours and



finding nothing, Leon couldnt help but frown . Even if the inhabitants of that
world succeeded in sealing the under and the upper world from each other, it
was too weird not to find anything .

Maybe I should fly low for a while; even the destroyed city is big… Im bound

to find something interesting near the ground . Besides, I have Poison
Resistance, and Mana Armor should keep me protected .

Slowly, Leon lowered his altitude; it was weird since he felt like the more he
approached the ground, the heavier he felt . But soon, he discovered that
wasnt just his imagination .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Gravity Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .

It looks like poison isnt the only thing I have to worry about .

If Mana Armor couldnt protect Leon against gravity, he was pretty sure it
wouldnt protect him from Poison . However, Leon had the skill to dispel it…
unless that mist melts his body, he wont die so quickly .

Before landing, Leon tried to disperse the purple mist with a powerful blast of
wind, but after a few seconds, the fog returned to cover the are… as if it was

an automatic spell . Not only that, when Leon landed, he felt like his legs
were made of metal, and the ground was a huge magnet . Thanks to Mana
Dominion, he noticed that both the mist and the gravity were spells probably
cast by the people on the upper world . A spell that consumed the mana of the

world to keep its effects on indefinitely .



Those guys can certainly teach me a few tricks… but considering that I
destroyed their city a little, maybe they wont be so eager to give me a few
lessons .

It didnt take long before Leon could feel his nose burn and then to start to
bleed . Even though he had the Poison Resistance, he would die if he breathes
that for too long . Fortunately, the nosebleed ended once he activated
Regeneration . That being said, the thick smell of something wet and salty
was enough to make Leon feel dizzy nonstop .

Although he would be able to train Poison Resistance and Regeneration at the
same time, Leon decided to hurry up since he couldnt imagine himself endure
that odor for more than a few minutes .

Using blasts of wind, Leon managed to find several pieces of metal in all
directions . Unlike their current state, it seemed like before the monsters
appeared, the inhabitants of that world used metal to build almost everything .

It looks like their civilization was pretty advanced… I can see several
electronic objects in weird shapes . That explains why it looks like all their
population has a firm grasp over mana .
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Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .
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While Leon was looking and walking around, the skill he just got was
leveling up like crazy . He got a little stronger training with his friends and
eating dragon hearts every day, so he understood that was gravity trap was
more dangerous than it looked like . Usually, flying monsters were very light,
but they also don't have many muscles, so their capability of resisting that
skill was low .

Small monsters wouldn't be a threat against guys that can fly and use
Telekinesis, but Leon knew how hard it was to control big living things .
However, the heavier the monster, the harder time it would get moving so
close to the ground due to gravity .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });



"Still, wouldn't it be better to use this trap to kill all the monsters once and for
all? Why let a spell that drains the planet's mana keep working forever?"

It was like sweeping under the rug . Regardless, if those guys were smart
enough to make their whole population adept of magic to the point where they
can create such a humongous city much above the grounds, they must have a
reason…

"No plants or vegetation above and no plants or vegetation below… it is like

I'm in a dystopian world . Speaking of which… I wonder what that stone on

their foreheads does . It stores vast amounts of mana, or it just amplifies their
power?"

Leon was quite interested in why they had that, but once he thought about it,
it became kind of obvious that was something they came up with to survive .
Either if that stone stored mana or increased their powers, they would have an
easy time defeating monsters if that was something they always had . Leon
concluded that they implated that in themselves and kind of forced their
bodies to evolve… since they divided the world into two parts, it was evident
that they did some harsh things to survive .

"No animals and no monsters so far… no signs of corpses or bones either . It
looked like the problems we faced a few years ago; they faced several decades
ago . Yeah, I'm wasting time here . I should just fly and occasionally use the
wind to show the terrain below me . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Although Leon could see that he was stepping in some destroyed technologic
devices, they were damaged beyond recognition . Besides, it wasn't like Leon
was some kind of genius who would make them work so easily . The chances
of him finding something useful were close to none, so it was better to give



up and just search while flying . Leon was slowly adapting himself to gravity,
but he couldn't adapt to the poison .

Just when Leon thought of that, he heard the sound of some objects hissing
through the air at fearsome speeds . Activating Mana Armor on time, Leon
managed to avoid any damage, but the wave of attacks didn't stop . His mana
was decreasing at fearsome speed, despite that, Leon had time to see the
objects that almost hit him .

"Stone knives?"

Leon frowned, those easily broke after being hit against his Mana Armor .
Besides, they weren't being controlled by Telekinesis . Looking at the
directions the attacks came from, Leon fired a wave of wind to dispel the mist,
and then he saw them . They had humanoid forms, but they had awesome
bodies and bulging muscles . They looked like humans, but all of them were

at least two meters tall, and their skin was dark-blue . Leon saw that one had

boobs, and the other hadn't… a man and a woman looked at him surprised .

"They… don't look like monsters . . . Another sentient species of this world?"

Either way, it didn't matter . Those two tried to attack Leon, and he wasn't
that forgiving… still, Leon decided to spare them for the sake of

information . Still, before Leon could do anything, those two ran away .

"Not happening… you guys owe me an annoyance fee . "

Despite the gravity trap, those two were fast, very fast . Leon only managed
to catch up with them because he used gravity on himself to cancel the effects



of the trap and also used it to slow them down . Leon created earth and tried
to cover their bodies with it to turn into steel eventually . But when he did that,
they dispersed the earth with a single movement of their body parts Leon was
trying to cover .

"What the… are they stronger than William, Sanchez, and Alisson? Well,
I'm in another world who have a lot more experience in dealing with monsters,
so that is kind of obvious . "

If Leon couldn't stop them the usual way, the only way was to do it with brute
strength . Still, when Leon tried to knock them down with Earth Punches,
they only suffered some scratches .

Those two recognized that they wouldn't be able to outrun Leon, so they
prepared to fight . Suddenly, a spear and a bow appeared in their hands .
Those were magic weapons that had the same power as Leon's katana .

"I should buy some time first…"

They were faster than Leon, but the closer they got, the slower they became .
So, Leon could react on time . Still, they weren't that patient . As soon as
their weapons appeared, the woman nocked a gray arrow and the man charger

forward, but they stopped when two Ice Pillars flew toward them . The man
managed to destroy Leon's attack suffering only a few scratches, but the
woman didn't have the same luck . She didn't have the same strength, and she
couldn't dodge the attack, so she used her bow and arms to defend herself . In
the end she suffered enough damage to break her arms entirely and knock her
down .

Congratulations! The skill Gravity Resistance has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .
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While Leon was looking and walking around, the skill he just got was
leveling up like crazy . He got a little stronger training with his friends and
eating dragon hearts every day, so he understood that was gravity trap was
more dangerous than it looked like . Usually, flying monsters were very light,
but they also dont have many muscles, so their capability of resisting that skill
was low .

Small monsters wouldnt be a threat against guys that can fly and use
Telekinesis, but Leon knew how hard it was to control big living things .



However, the heavier the monster, the harder time it would get moving so
close to the ground due to gravity .

Still, wouldnt it be better to use this trap to kill all the monsters once and for
all? Why let a spell that drains the planets mana keep working forever?

It was like sweeping under the rug . Regardless, if those guys were smart
enough to make their whole population adept of magic to the point where they
can create such a humongous city much above the grounds, they must have a
reason…

No plants or vegetation above and no plants or vegetation below… it is like
Im in a dystopian world . Speaking of which… I wonder what that stone on

their foreheads does . It stores vast amounts of mana, or it just amplifies their
power?

Leon was quite interested in why they had that, but once he thought about it,
it became kind of obvious that was something they came up with to survive .
Either if that stone stored mana or increased their powers, they would have an
easy time defeating monsters if that was something they always had . Leon
concluded that they implated that in themselves and kind of forced their
bodies to evolve… since they divided the world into two parts, it was evident
that they did some harsh things to survive .

No animals and no monsters so far… no signs of corpses or bones either . It
looked like the problems we faced a few years ago; they faced several decades
ago . Yeah, Im wasting time here . I should just fly and occasionally use the
wind to show the terrain below me .



Although Leon could see that he was stepping in some destroyed technologic
devices, they were damaged beyond recognition . Besides, it wasnt like Leon
was some kind of genius who would make them work so easily . The chances
of him finding something useful were close to none, so it was better to give
up and just search while flying . Leon was slowly adapting himself to gravity,
but he couldnt adapt to the poison .

Just when Leon thought of that, he heard the sound of some objects hissing
through the air at fearsome speeds . Activating Mana Armor on time, Leon
managed to avoid any damage, but the wave of attacks didnt stop . His mana
was decreasing at fearsome speed, despite that, Leon had time to see the
objects that almost hit him .

Stone knives?

Leon frowned, those easily broke after being hit against his Mana Armor .
Besides, they werent being controlled by Telekinesis . Looking at the
directions the attacks came from, Leon fired a wave of wind to dispel the mist,
and then he saw them . They had humanoid forms, but they had awesome
bodies and bulging muscles . They looked like humans, but all of them were

at least two meters tall, and their skin was dark-blue . Leon saw that one had

boobs, and the other hadnt… a man and a woman looked at him surprised .

They… dont look like monsters . . . Another sentient species of this world?

Either way, it didnt matter . Those two tried to attack Leon, and he wasnt that
forgiving… still, Leon decided to spare them for the sake of information .
Still, before Leon could do anything, those two ran away .

Not happening… you guys owe me an annoyance fee .



Despite the gravity trap, those two were fast, very fast . Leon only managed
to catch up with them because he used gravity on himself to cancel the effects
of the trap and also used it to slow them down . Leon created earth and tried
to cover their bodies with it to turn into steel eventually . But when he did that,
they dispersed the earth with a single movement of their body parts Leon was
trying to cover .

What the… are they stronger than William, Sanchez, and Alisson? Well, Im
in another world who have a lot more experience in dealing with monsters, so
that is kind of obvious .

If Leon couldnt stop them the usual way, the only way was to do it with brute
strength . Still, when Leon tried to knock them down with Earth Punches,
they only suffered some scratches .

Those two recognized that they wouldnt be able to outrun Leon, so they
prepared to fight . Suddenly, a spear and a bow appeared in their hands .
Those were magic weapons that had the same power as Leons katana .

I should buy some time first…

They were faster than Leon, but the closer they got, the slower they became .
So, Leon could react on time . Still, they werent that patient . As soon as their
weapons appeared, the woman nocked a gray arrow and the man charger

forward, but they stopped when two Ice Pillars flew toward them . The man
managed to destroy Leons attack suffering only a few scratches, but the
woman didnt have the same luck . She didnt have the same strength, and she
couldnt dodge the attack, so she used her bow and arms to defend herself . In
the end she suffered enough damage to break her arms entirely and knock her
down .
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It wasn't the best weapon he could make, but Leon managed to create a single
steel staff while the guy was hesitating between attack and protecting his
friend . Still, it was heavy and thick . Leon was pretty sure he would be able
to knock that guy down before the woman wakes up and restore her body .

Leon fired the steel staff, and the man blocked it . However, Leon saw that

the impact damaged his hands . Leon's staff never landed on the man's body,
even though two layers of gravity were slowing him down, he still was fast
enough to block all Leon's attack .

"Well… I wonder for how long you will be able to do it . "

While Leon was trying to knock that guy down with a single steel staff, he
was creating another . The man clenched his teeth when he noticed that Leon
saw in his eyes that he already accepted defeat . Leo was just trying to buy
time in order to let his friend wake up and ran away . When Leon noticed that,
he created earth and covered her whole body from the neck until her feet and
then turned it into steel . Since they were physically stronger, perhaps three or
four times stronger than William, Leon decided to make the layer of steel
very thick .

That guy became enraged when he saw that, by his point of view, it looked
like Leon had made his friend into a hostage . The man who fought even
though the bones of his hands were all broken, dropped his weapon, and
raised his arms . He surrendered, despite that, he looked at Leon as if he had
insulted his ancestral .
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"Why are you looking at me like that?" Leon frowned . "Did you forget that
you tried to kill me first?"

"You invaded our lands and still frown when we attack?" The man asked .
"Not only that, to use a hostage in the middle of a battle… you are a coward .
"

"You are quite stupid… insulting the guy who can kill you with a single

thought . " Leon said . "Still… to think that we speak the same language . "

"… We don't speak the same language…" The man frowned . "You are not
from the world above, are you?"

"Who knows… maybe there is a ladder that connects this world and my

world . " Leon said . "Anyway, if you give me the answers I want, I will
forgive you for trying to kill me . But first, let's make sure you won't try to
do anything funny . "
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Leon covered that guy's body with steel, he noticed that he tried to increase
his muscles in order to let some room for his body to move, but Leon wasn't
so naïve to let him do that .

"My name is Leon, nice to meet you," Leon said . "I would shake your hand
your if you weren't so stuck… so let's skip the pleasantries . If we don't
speak the same language, how can we understand each other?"

"… Because of the will of worlds want that . " The big man said . "After
obtaining the power to receive and produce mana, the worlds grants its
inhabitants the power to communicate with inhabitants of other worlds . If
you don't know that, then that means you came from a world that just started

to produce mana, right?"

"Sorry, pal," Leon said . "I'm the one asking the questions here if you don't
want to stay like that for more time than the necessary, don't ask questions .
"
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Although Leon defeated those two, he was at a disadvantaged position in the
overall situation . Not all battles had to be won with brute strength alone, so
since those two were from a world that hat a lot more experience dealing with
mana, the chances of them having a way to defeat people like Leon using

some tricks were quite high .



"Will of the worlds, huh . " Leon frowned . "Why the heck the will of the

worlds didn't let me understand Japanese? Anyway… how long ago this

planet got invaded by monsters? You guys and the guys from above are from

different species?"

"The monsters appeared seventy-two years ago…" The big guy answered .
"We are from the same species; we are different because we evolved
following different paths . "

"Oh, I see now…" Leon nodded . "They are short and thin because they
focused on using magic alone . While you guys are big and strong because

you guys decided to follow the path of using brute strength alone… what a
waste, why don't you learn both?"

"Some tried to follow both paths… but those on the top only wanted to use

magic to survive and improve their society . " The big guy explained . "People
like us who didn't have much talent in using magic and people who tried to
follow both paths got ostracized by the vast majority who decided to use
mana alone . "

"An advanced world where the leaders don't want to let the people decide
things for themselves…" Leon sighed . "I guess this world isn't that
advanced… Anyway, your skin is dark blue because your bodies adapted to
the poison, or you guys did a customized your body or something?"

"We let our bodies evolved naturally, thanks to that the poison doesn't affect
us any longer . " The big guy explained . "But the people above inserted that
stone on their heads using the medicine, all to obtain more power . "



"Is that so… they don't look that strong to me . " Leon frowned .

"You probably just met civilians and the police force . " The big guy said .
"We are still at war against monsters, and the real soldiers are several times
stronger than the weaklings above us . "

Leon frowned when he heard that . He had had a hard time trying to escape
from them . . . If he runs into those that are fighting on the front lines, he
would have an even harder time . . . If that was the case, why didn't the lizard
transport Leon near them?

It wasnt the best weapon he could make, but Leon managed to create a single
steel staff while the guy was hesitating between attack and protecting his
friend . Still, it was heavy and thick . Leon was pretty sure he would be able
to knock that guy down before the woman wakes up and restore her body .

Leon fired the steel staff, and the man blocked it . However, Leon saw that

the impact damaged his hands . Leons staff never landed on the mans body,
even though two layers of gravity were slowing him down, he still was fast
enough to block all Leons attack .

Well… I wonder for how long you will be able to do it .

While Leon was trying to knock that guy down with a single steel staff, he
was creating another . The man clenched his teeth when he noticed that Leon
saw in his eyes that he already accepted defeat . Leo was just trying to buy
time in order to let his friend wake up and ran away . When Leon noticed that,
he created earth and covered her whole body from the neck until her feet and
then turned it into steel . Since they were physically stronger, perhaps three or



four times stronger than William, Leon decided to make the layer of steel
very thick .

That guy became enraged when he saw that, by his point of view, it looked
like Leon had made his friend into a hostage . The man who fought even
though the bones of his hands were all broken, dropped his weapon, and
raised his arms . He surrendered, despite that, he looked at Leon as if he had
insulted his ancestral .

Why are you looking at me like that? Leon frowned . Did you forget that you
tried to kill me first?

You invaded our lands and still frown when we attack? The man asked . Not
only that, to use a hostage in the middle of a battle… you are a coward .

You are quite stupid… insulting the guy who can kill you with a single
thought . Leon said . Still… to think that we speak the same language .

… We dont speak the same language… The man frowned . You are not from
the world above, are you?

Who knows… maybe there is a ladder that connects this world and my
world . Leon said . Anyway, if you give me the answers I want, I will forgive
you for trying to kill me . But first, lets make sure you wont try to do
anything funny .

Leon covered that guys body with steel, he noticed that he tried to increase his
muscles in order to let some room for his body to move, but Leon wasnt so
naïve to let him do that .



My name is Leon, nice to meet you, Leon said . I would shake your hand
your if you werent so stuck… so lets skip the pleasantries . If we dont speak
the same language, how can we understand each other?

… Because of the will of worlds want that . The big man said . After
obtaining the power to receive and produce mana, the worlds grants its
inhabitants the power to communicate with inhabitants of other worlds . If
you dont know that, then that means you came from a world that just started

to produce mana, right?

Sorry, pal, Leon said . Im the one asking the questions here if you dont want

to stay like that for more time than the necessary, dont ask questions .

Although Leon defeated those two, he was at a disadvantaged position in the
overall situation . Not all battles had to be won with brute strength alone, so
since those two were from a world that hat a lot more experience dealing with
mana, the chances of them having a way to defeat people like Leon using

some tricks were quite high .

Will of the worlds, huh . Leon frowned . Why the heck the will of the worlds

didnt let me understand Japanese? Anyway… how long ago this planet got

invaded by monsters? You guys and the guys from above are from different

species?

The monsters appeared seventy-two years ago… The big guy answered . We

are from the same species; we are different because we evolved following
different paths .



Oh, I see now… Leon nodded . They are short and thin because they focused
on using magic alone . While you guys are big and strong because you guys

decided to follow the path of using brute strength alone… what a waste, why
dont you learn both?

Some tried to follow both paths… but those on the top only wanted to use
magic to survive and improve their society . The big guy explained . People
like us who didnt have much talent in using magic and people who tried to
follow both paths got ostracized by the vast majority who decided to use
mana alone .

An advanced world where the leaders dont want to let the people decide
things for themselves… Leon sighed . I guess this world isnt that advanced…
Anyway, your skin is dark blue because your bodies adapted to the poison, or
you guys did a customized your body or something?

We let our bodies evolved naturally, thanks to that the poison doesnt affect us
any longer . The big guy explained . But the people above inserted that stone
on their heads using the medicine, all to obtain more power .

Is that so… they dont look that strong to me . Leon frowned .

You probably just met civilians and the police force . The big guy said . We

are still at war against monsters, and the real soldiers are several times
stronger than the weaklings above us .

Leon frowned when he heard that . He had had a hard time trying to escape
from them . . . If he runs into those that are fighting on the front lines, he
would have an even harder time . . . If that was the case, why didnt the lizard
transport Leon near them?
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"You call them weaklings, but they can kick your ass, right?" Leon asked .

"They are weaklings…" The big guy said . "Even though they are stronger and
even have the numerical advantage, they used tricks to chase us away and
lock us here . They are a bunch of cowards who don't have what is necessary
to survive and always chose the easy way out to solve their problems . "

It wasn't Leon's place to say that he was wrong; he didn't know the history of

that world . So, he couldn't refute him . Even though Leon was quite adapted
to the act of using tricks… but at least he knew that he couldn't use them at

every moment for several reasons .

"You guys really such at using mana, or you can't use it down here?" Leon
asked . "You used magic weapons, but I didn't notice you guys using any
special attacks . "

"We can use to some extent, but they used a spell to suck our mana…" The
man clenched his teeth . "They cast a spell to cover the whole continent, and
thanks to that spell, our own mana is what keeps us in here locked here . "

"Well… that kind of sucks . " Leon said . "I guess the people of your world
did join forces but also cast aside those who didn't fully obey their
commands . Still… to think that bodies could change all that much in just a

few decades . Mana is really something crazy…"
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"Are we done here?" The big guys asked .

"Almost… Now I just need a map with the localizations of all dungeons in

this world . " Leon said . "Give me that, and I will let you guys go . "

"…We don't have a map with us . " The man said .

"That means that you guys have a map somewhere," Leon said .

"Yes… but even our map doesn't have the localizations of all dungeons . "
The big guy explained . "Only the lower-level ones, since gravity and poison
only affect weak monsters . But there is another problem… the map is with

our leader back at our camp . "

"That certainly is a problem…" Leon rubbed his chin .
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"Besides, even if we lend you the map, which we probably can't . " The big
guy added . "You won't be able to find your way home . "



"… How do you know that is my goal?" Leon asked .

"Several individuals like you already came to this planet . " The big guy
answered . "I didn't hear any of them finding their way home, most barely
survived a day, and I'm pretty sure you are the first one to reach the

underworld . "

"Is that so…" Leon said .

"Yes, their history is basically the same . Talented individuals who pissed of
harvesters . " The big guy said .
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"Harvesters… you mean the guys who are trying to use worlds that recently

managed to produce mana to strengthen themselves?" Leon frowned . "Are
there a bunch of them?"

"Yes…" The big guy said . "It looks your history matches with the others…
Regardless, at least you can rest assured that your world won't have to deal
with them directly . "

"You talk as if you guys are already dealing with them," Leon said .

���There are several levels of harvesters… it is kind of hard to understand
their power since they are much older than any of us . " The big guy said .



"But there are some that we can understand and we can fight back; we call
them fake harvesters… Basically, those are individuals of worlds that got
destroyed by the real harvesters or other monsters and are trying to become as
powerful as them . Their motives are unknown, but most of them are just

greedy bastards who lust for power, but others just want revenge… when I

said our world is at war against monsters, I was referring to them . "

It looked like Leon got transported to a complicated world; some things were
clear like the fact that the inhabitants of that world weren't working toward
the same goal . However, others weren't black and white, like the war against
the fake harvesters… still, Leon was more interested in why the lizard
transported him to such a specific place . He was an idiot, but even that guy
had a goal by putting Leon in such a specific world .

Now that Leon obtained some information, he started to wonder if he really
could go home just by using dungeons . He had to confirm a few things, but
he had a feeling that the dungeons on Earth were different from the dungeons
of that world .

"You should come with us to our camp," The big guy said . "Our leader has
been fighting for quite a while, and I'm sure he can give you more

information . "

"…Why are you so friendly all of a sudden?" Leon frowned . "Are you trying
to lure me into a trap? If you try to screw with me, my retribution won't end
with just your death . "

"I was just saying because I'm young, and I only know what I experienced . "
The big guy said . "Our leader had been fighting since the monsters appeared,
so perhaps he can help you to find your way home . "



"He has been fighting for seventy years?" Leon frowned . "Even if that is the
case, what would you gain from helping me?"

"You are a magician, so I'm sure you can help us in many ways . " The man
said . "You have many reasons to hesitate, but if you help us, we will certainly
help you . There is nothing suspicious in helping each other, right?"

Leon frowned when he heard that, certainly, it wasn't suspicious in working
together, but it was kind of weird hearing something so reasonable from a

muscular guy that looked like could crush Leon to bits using a single hand .

You call them weaklings, but they can kick your ass, right? Leon asked .

They are weaklings… The big guy said . Even though they are stronger and
even have the numerical advantage, they used tricks to chase us away and
lock us here . They are a bunch of cowards who dont have what is necessary
to survive and always chose the easy way out to solve their problems .

It wasnt Leons place to say that he was wrong; he didnt know the history of

that world . So, he couldnt refute him . Even though Leon was quite adapted
to the act of using tricks… but at least he knew that he couldnt use them at
every moment for several reasons .

You guys really such at using mana, or you cant use it down here? Leon

asked . You used magic weapons, but I didnt notice you guys using any
special attacks .



We can use to some extent, but they used a spell to suck our mana… The man

clenched his teeth . They cast a spell to cover the whole continent, and thanks
to that spell, our own mana is what keeps us in here locked here .

Well… that kind of sucks . Leon said . I guess the people of your world did
join forces but also cast aside those who didnt fully obey their commands .
Still… to think that bodies could change all that much in just a few decades .
Mana is really something crazy…

Are we done here? The big guys asked .

Almost… Now I just need a map with the localizations of all dungeons in this
world . Leon said . Give me that, and I will let you guys go .

…We dont have a map with us . The man said .

That means that you guys have a map somewhere, Leon said .

Yes… but even our map doesnt have the localizations of all dungeons . The
big guy explained . Only the lower-level ones, since gravity and poison only
affect weak monsters . But there is another problem… the map is with our

leader back at our camp .

That certainly is a problem… Leon rubbed his chin .

Besides, even if we lend you the map, which we probably cant . The big guy
added . You wont be able to find your way home .



… How do you know that is my goal? Leon asked .

Several individuals like you already came to this planet . The big guy
answered . I didnt hear any of them finding their way home, most barely
survived a day, and Im pretty sure you are the first one to reach the

underworld .

Is that so… Leon said .

Yes, their history is basically the same . Talented individuals who pissed of
harvesters . The big guy said .

Harvesters… you mean the guys who are trying to use worlds that recently
managed to produce mana to strengthen themselves? Leon frowned . Are
there a bunch of them?

Yes… The big guy said . It looks your history matches with the others…
Regardless, at least you can rest assured that your world wont have to deal
with them directly .

You talk as if you guys are already dealing with them, Leon said .

���There are several levels of harvesters… it is kind of hard to understand
their power since they are much older than any of us . The big guy said . But
there are some that we can understand and we can fight back; we call them
fake harvesters… Basically, those are individuals of worlds that got destroyed
by the real harvesters or other monsters and are trying to become as powerful
as them . Their motives are unknown, but most of them are just greedy

bastards who lust for power, but others just want revenge… when I said our

world is at war against monsters, I was referring to them .



It looked like Leon got transported to a complicated world; some things were
clear like the fact that the inhabitants of that world werent working toward the
same goal . However, others werent black and white, like the war against the
fake harvesters… still, Leon was more interested in why the lizard
transported him to such a specific place . He was an idiot, but even that guy
had a goal by putting Leon in such a specific world .

Now that Leon obtained some information, he started to wonder if he really
could go home just by using dungeons . He had to confirm a few things, but
he had a feeling that the dungeons on Earth were different from the dungeons
of that world .

You should come with us to our camp, The big guy said . Our leader has been
fighting for quite a while, and Im sure he can give you more information .

…Why are you so friendly all of a sudden? Leon frowned . Are you trying to
lure me into a trap? If you try to screw with me, my retribution wont end with
just your death .

I was just saying because Im young, and I only know what I experienced .
The big guy said . Our leader had been fighting since the monsters appeared,
so perhaps he can help you to find your way home .

He has been fighting for seventy years? Leon frowned . Even if that is the
case, what would you gain from helping me?

You are a magician, so Im sure you can help us in many ways . The man
said . You have many reasons to hesitate, but if you help us, we will certainly
help you . There is nothing suspicious in helping each other, right?



Leon frowned when he heard that, certainly, it wasnt suspicious in working
together, but it was kind of weird hearing something so reasonable from a

muscular guy that looked like could crush Leon to bits using a single hand .
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Regardless, if those two were young, then Leon really would have better
chances of finding some clues talking with someone older . Regardless, by
the look of things, their leader was supposed to be someone who was at least
eighty years old… and it was still fighting against monsters . It looked like
mana also slowed down the aging process…

"All right, let's visit your leader," Leon said . "But I must warn you, if this is
a trap, I will drop a meteor in your camp . "

"I understand . " The big guy said .

Leon couldn't drop meteors in anyone, but the warn had being given . After
that, Leon freed those two and healed their wounds . The woman was still
unconscious, but the guy looked pretty surprised when his broken bones
returned to its original state . It looked like healing magic was rare in that
world too…

"My name is Hammath, and this is Ava," Hammath said . "Sorry for attacking
you so suddenly early . "



"Why are you apologizing?" Leon frowned . "I invaded your lands, after all .
In any case, can't you guys escape from the gravity trap? I can't imagine
anyone living a good life down here . "

"It is indeed difficult, but we found a way to escape from the mist," Hammath
answered . "If we try hard, we can jump high enough to escape from those

effects, or we can climb the pillars, but none of us know how to fly . So, we
can only escape for a few seconds . Besides, if we try to go to the upper world,
we will be killed on the spot . "
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"Is that so… can't you guys just learn how to fly?" Leon asked . "It shouldn't
be hard to sneak out at night and steal the knowledge of a few convenient
skills . "

"Yes, that is possible . " Hammath nodded . "However, we have to consider
our natural talents . Warriors like us would have a hard time learning how to

fly . Besides, our mana pool isn't that large . "

"Can't you just meditate to solve that?" Leon frowned . "You guys can always
increase your mana with status points, too, right?"

"Yes, but it is inefficient," Hammath answered . "I heard that the people who
were alive seventy years ago could increase their mana the way they wanted,
but the next generations got influenced by their parent's status . A son of a



warrior would have an easy time increasing his physical-related status, but the
benefits of meditation wouldn't be so effective . For example, people like me
need to meditate for two days to obtain a single mana point . Meanwhile, I
can increase my stamina five times faster…"

"I see…" Leon said .

It looked like mana changed people's bodies to a genetic level . Perhaps the
next generations on Earth wouldn't have that many options in terms of growth
like Leon has . That was bad, but it was also good . Maybe a kid wouldn't
have much mana, but if that kid is born with a lot of health, the chances of the
baby dying from diseases or of accidents will decrease considerably .
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"So, you guys have bodies like that because you inherited from your parents,"
Leon said . "It's all thanks to the status they had… did you guys inherit skills

too?"

"Yes, I don't know why, probably because our parents suffered a lot due to
the poison, but most newborn babies are born with the Poison Resistance
skill," Hammath said . "A few are born with some other skills like Strong

Arms and Accuracy, but those are rare . "

"What did happen to the kids who aren't born with the Poison Resistance?"
Leon asked .



"They suffer a lot, but the chances of them dying is low," Hammath
answered .

"Did their skin change too? I imagine the tone of your skin is thanks to that

skill . " Leon said .

"Yes, once the skill reaches level 100, our bodies changed . It is probably
because we are under the effects of poison at all times," Hammath explained .
"The same applies to our upper and lower bodies once the skills Strong Arms
and Strong Legs reach that level . "
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"No wonder you guys have such amazing bodies…" Leon looked at the
unconscious Ava, who had a pair of rocking tits .

Leon tried to hide his interest, but it was kind of hard looking away from that

set of boobs . She was fifteen centimeters taller than Leon, so she was a bit
intimidating, but still… unfortunately, the holy sword didn't look that
interested . Regardless, it looked like skills could pass level 100 . Leon's
dream of learning some crazy spells by training his current ones to that point
had been shattered, but it was kind of good to know that his skills could grow

beyond such point .

"To think that those guys have some skills that passed the level 100… if it

weren't for the gravity trap, they probably would have killed me . "



While Leon thought that Ava suddenly got up and picked her bow, then she
frowned when she saw Leon and Hammath sitting on a pile of rubble facing
each other .

"Lead the way to your camp; I will follow you guys from above since I'm
already sick of this mist," Leon said .

Ava frowned when she heard that, but Hammath quickly explained Leon's
situation . Unlike Hammath, who saw in Leon someone who could help to

improve their current life, Ava saw in Leon someone dangerous who could

destroy their lifestyle .

"Don't worry about it… he isn't like the people from the upper world . "
Hammath said . "He is just trying to find a way home . If we help him, he will
help us as well . "

"But…" Ava hesitated .

"Ava, we survived until now by ourselves, but for how long can we do that?"
Hammath asked . "Just trust me, okay . I can see in his eyes that he won't
cause any harm to us . "

"…" Ava looked at Leon with dubious eyes .

"Sorry, she doesn't like strangers . " Hammath forced a smile .

"I can see that she is the smarter one of your group," Leon said .



Regardless, if those two were young, then Leon really would have better
chances of finding some clues talking with someone older . Regardless, by
the look of things, their leader was supposed to be someone who was at least
eighty years old… and it was still fighting against monsters . It looked like
mana also slowed down the aging process…

All right, lets visit your leader, Leon said . But I must warn you, if this is a
trap, I will drop a meteor in your camp .

I understand . The big guy said .

Leon couldnt drop meteors in anyone, but the warn had being given . After
that, Leon freed those two and healed their wounds . The woman was still
unconscious, but the guy looked pretty surprised when his broken bones
returned to its original state . It looked like healing magic was rare in that
world too…

My name is Hammath, and this is Ava, Hammath said . Sorry for attacking
you so suddenly early .

Why are you apologizing? Leon frowned . I invaded your lands, after all . In
any case, cant you guys escape from the gravity trap? I cant imagine anyone

living a good life down here .

It is indeed difficult, but we found a way to escape from the mist, Hammath
answered . If we try hard, we can jump high enough to escape from those

effects, or we can climb the pillars, but none of us know how to fly . So, we
can only escape for a few seconds . Besides, if we try to go to the upper world,
we will be killed on the spot .



Is that so… cant you guys just learn how to fly? Leon asked . It shouldnt be
hard to sneak out at night and steal the knowledge of a few convenient skills .

Yes, that is possible . Hammath nodded . However, we have to consider our
natural talents . Warriors like us would have a hard time learning how to fly .
Besides, our mana pool isnt that large .

Cant you just meditate to solve that? Leon frowned . You guys can always
increase your mana with status points, too, right?

Yes, but it is inefficient, Hammath answered . I heard that the people who
were alive seventy years ago could increase their mana the way they wanted,
but the next generations got influenced by their parents status . A son of a

warrior would have an easy time increasing his physical-related status, but the
benefits of meditation wouldnt be so effective . For example, people like me
need to meditate for two days to obtain a single mana point . Meanwhile, I
can increase my stamina five times faster…

I see… Leon said .

It looked like mana changed peoples bodies to a genetic level . Perhaps the
next generations on Earth wouldnt have that many options in terms of growth
like Leon has . That was bad, but it was also good . Maybe a kid wouldnt
have much mana, but if that kid is born with a lot of health, the chances of the
baby dying from diseases or of accidents will decrease considerably .

So, you guys have bodies like that because you inherited from your parents,
Leon said . Its all thanks to the status they had… did you guys inherit skills

too?



Yes, I dont know why, probably because our parents suffered a lot due to the
poison, but most newborn babies are born with the Poison Resistance skill,
Hammath said . A few are born with some other skills like Strong Arms and

Accuracy, but those are rare .

What did happen to the kids who arent born with the Poison Resistance?
Leon asked .

They suffer a lot, but the chances of them dying is low, Hammath answered .

Did their skin change too? I imagine the tone of your skin is thanks to that

skill . Leon said .

Yes, once the skill reaches level 100, our bodies changed . It is probably
because we are under the effects of poison at all times, Hammath explained .
The same applies to our upper and lower bodies once the skills Strong Arms
and Strong Legs reach that level .

No wonder you guys have such amazing bodies… Leon looked at the
unconscious Ava, who had a pair of rocking tits .

Leon tried to hide his interest, but it was kind of hard looking away from that

set of boobs . She was fifteen centimeters taller than Leon, so she was a bit
intimidating, but still… unfortunately, the holy sword didnt look that
interested . Regardless, it looked like skills could pass level 100 . Leons
dream of learning some crazy spells by training his current ones to that point
had been shattered, but it was kind of good to know that his skills could grow

beyond such point .



To think that those guys have some skills that passed the level 100… if it

werent for the gravity trap, they probably would have killed me .

While Leon thought that Ava suddenly got up and picked her bow, then she
frowned when she saw Leon and Hammath sitting on a pile of rubble facing
each other .

Lead the way to your camp; I will follow you guys from above since Im

already sick of this mist, Leon said .

Ava frowned when she heard that, but Hammath quickly explained Leons
situation . Unlike Hammath, who saw in Leon someone who could help to

improve their current life, Ava saw in Leon someone dangerous who could

destroy their lifestyle .

Dont worry about it… he isnt like the people from the upper world .
Hammath said . He is just trying to find a way home . If we help him, he will
help us as well .

But… Ava hesitated .

Ava, we survived until now by ourselves, but for how long can we do that?
Hammath asked . Just trust me, okay . I can see in his eyes that he wont cause
any harm to us .

… Ava looked at Leon with dubious eyes .

Sorry, she doesnt like strangers . Hammath forced a smile .



I can see that she is the smarter one of your group, Leon said .
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Leon didn't know why, but Hammath was acting as if he was sure that Leon
wasn't an enemy . Meanwhile, Ava didn't drop her guard for a second . Leon
didn't have any intention of causing problems to those who could be of some
use, but he also had no intention of believing in strangers so readily .

"Well, let's just see how things will work out…"

With so little light, it was too dangerous flying around and searching for
dungeons, instead of finding something, Leon could end up getting lost since
it was hard to find any recognizable landmark amidst that destroyed city .

"Come to think of it, what were you two doing when you found me?" Leon
asked .

"Hunting," Hammath said . "Our stock of meat in the camp is running low, so
we decided to look for some of it . "

"There is no dungeon nearby?" Leon asked again .
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"There is," Hammath answered .

"Can't you guys eat the monsters' meat?" Leon asked .

"No," Hammath answered .

It looked like the monsters the people from below had to deal with were
mostly inorganic creatures like golems, at least that was the fact for
Hammanth and his friends . Leon decided to stop asking and just see for
himself . Suddenly, Hammath picked a stone knife hidden in his clothes,
which were made of monster's hide, and threw toward his right side, Leon
used a gust of wind to see what he had hit, only to find a three-eyed dead rat .
It was like fifty centimeters long… so it had a lot of meat… still…

"I guess they can't exactly choose what they eat around here…"
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Hammath and Ava's clothes were made of rustic rat's hide, even though they
could speak well, with those clothes, they looked like cave dwellers . It
looked like they just skinned the monsters and used some rustic sewing thread
to stick the hides together .



It was kind of a pain to fly low due to the mist, but Leon decided to do so in
order to give them a hand . Using Mana Dominion, Leon could feel the
presence of anything fifty meters around him . Even without seeing, Leon
could use Telekinesis to catch those big rats . Although they were in a city
that got destroyed decades ago, the number of those creatures was quite
high .

"Thanks for the help . " Hammath smiled . "Are you hungry?"

"Nah, I'm fine…" Leon said .

Leon thought that he had a hard time on the island, but comparing his past
situation to what those people were facing, he felt like he had been lucky .
Eating fresh meat and delicious fruits every single day was a luxury that most
people didn't have even before the monsters invaded Earth…
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Although the gravity and having to use a gust of the wind to disperse the
poison mist was a pain, Leon did so because he was very interested in the
rubble around . Although everything was destroyed beyond recognition, he
felt like he could think of something interesting seeing the destroyed remains
of a futuristic city . He had no idea when he would return to Earth, so Leon
had to take most of the situation .

"The chances of me finding technology that can be useful around here are low,
but I wonder if the people above already are using electronics that use mana .



It shouldn't be difficult to learn… that lizard isn't that smart, and he produced
the choppers for William, after all . "

Leon still had his railgun, but it would be great if he could create a small
version since he didn't have enough mana to use that weapon . It was
powerful, but it had its limitations . Besides, using only once every twenty
minutes wasn't that convenient .

After walking for a while, Leon saw something unexpected . It started to rain
over him and the others, but much to his surprise, even the rainwater got
absorbed by the mist, and the water was kind of smelly…

"I don't like this smell…" Leon frowned . "Come to think of it, how do you

guys find water down here?"

"We collect the water from the rain before the mist absorbs it," Hammath
explained . "We know a decent spot where we can find and fill our

reservoirs . "

Leon would have to see that spot to confirm it, but he was pretty sure that it
was just an end of the sewers from the city above… it wasn't a good idea to
drink that, even after purifying, but then again considering their Poison
Resistance level, they would suffer all that much . If those guys had steel-like
muscles, their intestines were probably pretty hard to upset as well…

Leon had no watch, and it was kind of hard to imagine for how long they

walked without seeing the sun, but after walking for what like seemed two
hours, they found a massive pile of rubble . After Hammath moved a few



plates of twisted metal, Leon saw a human-made hole . It looks like that was
the entrance of their village since the hole was pretty large .

"Ava, you should go first," Hammath said . "I need to close the entrance, and
if Leon suddenly appears, the villagers may attack him . "

"… Okay . " Ava said .

Instead of going down slowly, Ava jumped on the hole without care . The
tunnel was quite dark, so Leon didn't know if that was a good idea .
Regardless, after Ava disappeared, he followed behind slowly and carefully .
In the end, he noticed some dark crystals in the walls of that hole, the
darkness was unnatural… after flying down for ten meters . Leon finally saw
Hammath's village . As expected, it wasn't fancy, and most of the houses
were made of the things the villagers scavenged from the rubble above . Still,
the mist wasn't that thick . So, Leon didn't feel that bothered by the air
around . Instead of that, he was more interested in the inhabitants of that
place . Just like Hammath and Ava, they had great physiques, and even the
kids were more muscular than Leon . But they were looking at him as if he

had come out from their nightmares .

Leon didnt know why, but Hammath was acting as if he was sure that Leon
wasnt an enemy . Meanwhile, Ava didnt drop her guard for a second . Leon
didnt have any intention of causing problems to those who could be of some
use, but he also had no intention of believing in strangers so readily .

Well, lets just see how things will work out…



With so little light, it was too dangerous flying around and searching for
dungeons, instead of finding something, Leon could end up getting lost since
it was hard to find any recognizable landmark amidst that destroyed city .

Come to think of it, what were you two doing when you found me? Leon

asked .

Hunting, Hammath said . Our stock of meat in the camp is running low, so
we decided to look for some of it .

There is no dungeon nearby? Leon asked again .

There is, Hammath answered .

Cant you guys eat the monsters meat? Leon asked .

No, Hammath answered .

It looked like the monsters the people from below had to deal with were
mostly inorganic creatures like golems, at least that was the fact for
Hammanth and his friends . Leon decided to stop asking and just see for
himself . Suddenly, Hammath picked a stone knife hidden in his clothes,
which were made of monsters hide, and threw toward his right side, Leon
used a gust of wind to see what he had hit, only to find a three-eyed dead rat .
It was like fifty centimeters long… so it had a lot of meat… still…

I guess they cant exactly choose what they eat around here…



Hammath and Avas clothes were made of rustic rats hide, even though they
could speak well, with those clothes, they looked like cave dwellers . It
looked like they just skinned the monsters and used some rustic sewing thread
to stick the hides together .

It was kind of a pain to fly low due to the mist, but Leon decided to do so in
order to give them a hand . Using Mana Dominion, Leon could feel the
presence of anything fifty meters around him . Even without seeing, Leon
could use Telekinesis to catch those big rats . Although they were in a city
that got destroyed decades ago, the number of those creatures was quite
high .

Thanks for the help . Hammath smiled . Are you hungry?

Nah, Im fine… Leon said .

Leon thought that he had a hard time on the island, but comparing his past
situation to what those people were facing, he felt like he had been lucky .
Eating fresh meat and delicious fruits every single day was a luxury that most
people didnt have even before the monsters invaded Earth…

Although the gravity and having to use a gust of the wind to disperse the
poison mist was a pain, Leon did so because he was very interested in the
rubble around . Although everything was destroyed beyond recognition, he
felt like he could think of something interesting seeing the destroyed remains
of a futuristic city . He had no idea when he would return to Earth, so Leon
had to take most of the situation .

The chances of me finding technology that can be useful around here are low,
but I wonder if the people above already are using electronics that use mana .



It shouldnt be difficult to learn… that lizard isnt that smart, and he produced
the choppers for William, after all .

Leon still had his railgun, but it would be great if he could create a small
version since he didnt have enough mana to use that weapon . It was powerful,
but it had its limitations . Besides, using only once every twenty minutes
wasnt that convenient .

After walking for a while, Leon saw something unexpected . It started to rain
over him and the others, but much to his surprise, even the rainwater got
absorbed by the mist, and the water was kind of smelly…

I dont like this smell… Leon frowned . Come to think of it, how do you guys

find water down here?

We collect the water from the rain before the mist absorbs it, Hammath
explained . We know a decent spot where we can find and fill our reservoirs .

Leon would have to see that spot to confirm it, but he was pretty sure that it
was just an end of the sewers from the city above… it wasnt a good idea to
drink that, even after purifying, but then again considering their Poison
Resistance level, they would suffer all that much . If those guys had steel-like
muscles, their intestines were probably pretty hard to upset as well…

Leon had no watch, and it was kind of hard to imagine for how long they

walked without seeing the sun, but after walking for what like seemed two
hours, they found a massive pile of rubble . After Hammath moved a few
plates of twisted metal, Leon saw a human-made hole . It looks like that was
the entrance of their village since the hole was pretty large .



Ava, you should go first, Hammath said . I need to close the entrance, and if
Leon suddenly appears, the villagers may attack him .

… Okay . Ava said .

Instead of going down slowly, Ava jumped on the hole without care . The
tunnel was quite dark, so Leon didnt know if that was a good idea .
Regardless, after Ava disappeared, he followed behind slowly and carefully .
In the end, he noticed some dark crystals in the walls of that hole, the
darkness was unnatural… after flying down for ten meters . Leon finally saw
Hammaths village . As expected, it wasnt fancy, and most of the houses were
made of the things the villagers scavenged from the rubble above . Still, the
mist wasnt that thick . So, Leon didnt feel that bothered by the air around .
Instead of that, he was more interested in the inhabitants of that place . Just
like Hammath and Ava, they had great physiques, and even the kids were
more muscular than Leon . But they were looking at him as if he had come

out from their nightmares .
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Although Leon's presence alone was enough to make everyone scared, Ava
wasn't doing anything to calm down her friends… Instead, she was nowhere
to be seen . Thanks to it, it didn't take long for some armed individuals to
appear as if they were ready to fight . Fortunately, Hammath appeared and
stopped the guards before they could start a fight . Although Leon didn't react,
he was prepared to use his staff because the guards who approached looked
far more dangerous than Hammath… Leon concluded that after seeing their
eyes . Those were the eyes that had stared at death hundreds of times .



"Calm down, guys . " Hammath put himself between the guards and Leon .
"He is not an enemy… that girl… she can't even obey a simple order . "

"Who is this guy, Hammath?" One of the guards asked .

"He is a traveler… from another world . " Hammath answered .

"A traveler who didn't buy a ticket and didn't want to travel…" Leon sighed
and looked away .

"He doesn't have the mana crystal in his forehead…" The guard frowned . "So,
the rumors are true… to think one of them would survive the world above…"

Being stared by eyes full of fear, curiosity, and confusion wasn't that
pleasant . Besides, Leon didn't have time to waste . So, he stepped forward .

"I'm in a hurry…" Leon said . "Where is your leader?"

"Sorry," Hammath said . "Is grandfather busy? I want to let Leon talk to him .
"

"Today's meeting just ended . " The guard said . "He is free . "

"Great, here share with everyone . " Hammath passed the guard dozens of
those weird rats .

"… It looks like you are on the way to become a good hunter, Hammath . "
The guard said . "It has been a while since I saw someone finding so much



meat . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
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"Ah, it was thanks to Leon," Hammath said . "Without his help, I wouldn't
have caught one-third of those . Spread the word that he helped me; it should
calm down everyone's nerves . "

Even though it was a bit rude, Leon didn���t hide his impatience . He was
in a world where people have been fighting against monsters and creatures
that could do all sorts of crazy things for quite a while, but he didn't have
time to be cautious . Leon had to hurry because he had no idea what could
happen to Earth and his friends while he is away . He didn't finish the job of
making the survivors become allies, so if something happens…

Although the village leader's house was big, it was just because several
meetings were held there . The place was wide, but it didn't have anything
inside of it, not even chairs . The village leader was just sitting on the lifeless
brown ground cross-legged, and his eyes were also closed . As if he was
meditating… Regardless, although he was supposed to be seventy years old,
Hammath's grandfather didn't look much older than Leon . If he had to guess,
Leon would say he was thirty years old . He had some scars here and there,
but he had a healthy complexion . Maybe it was because they didn't have
much water, but he was bald . But that was the last thing Leon noticed, when
he opened his eyes, Leon saw in his crimson eyes, the experience of a veteran
of many death battles .

"Grandfather, this is Leon," Hammath said . "A traveler from another world .
"



"I can see that, Hammath . " The village leader frowned while looking at
Leon . "… I never thought I would see a magician after so

long…"googletag.cmd.push(function()
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"Grandfather… did something happen?" Hammath frowned too . "Why are

you angry?"

"Because you brought someone who greatly annoys me…" The village leader
said, still keeping eye-contact with Leon . "His mere existence annoys me . "

"Although he is a magician grandfather, he is from another world," Hammath
said . "He doesn't belong to the group who chased us to this place . "

"He certainly isn't from our world…" The village leader said . "But magicians
are all the same… Harbingers of chaos and death . "

Leon didn't like that guy's tone, but he decided to stay quiet and hear more .
After walking for a few hours, it would be a pain to leave without learning
anything . Besides, if he opens his mouth, a fight would probably break out .
Just like the village leader seemed ready to pick a fight, Leon also wanted to
kick the ass of someone so rude .

"What are you going to stand there all day and hear me insult you?" The
village leader asked .

"Just for a while," Leon answered . "Once I confirm that you are just a fool

that can't tell me anything useful and just can blame your problems on others,
I'm out of here . "



"Hah… at least you aren't so prideful like the fools up above . " The village
leader said after smiling for a short moment . "My name is Gurr… Although

I don't like people who made choices like you, I will answer a few of your

questions since you helped my grandson . "

"How about answering a few more since I didn't kill him when he tried to do

the same to me?" Leon asked .

"… Hammath, it is time for your training . " Gurr let out a long sigh . "I can't
believe that after all these years of training, you lost to someone who doesn't
have even half of your battle experience . "

Hammath didn't like to hear that, but he obeyed readily, even though he was
quite curious about what his grandfather and Leon would talk about it .
Regardless, Leon was quite surprised when he heard that . By the look of
things, The people of that village could only use simple magic like Rage, but
even without a spell to analyze his opponent's status, Gurr could see that
Leon only had a few years of battle experience .

"Well, then…" Gurr looked at Leon in the eye . "I guess I should start
explaining why I don't like people like you… I can see that you came from a

world that just experienced the beginning of assimilation, so it is only natural
that you don't know . Still, I wonder if that will even change anything… you

already probably set your world on the path of destruction, after all . "

Although Leons presence alone was enough to make everyone scared, Ava
wasnt doing anything to calm down her friends… Instead, she was nowhere
to be seen . Thanks to it, it didnt take long for some armed individuals to
appear as if they were ready to fight . Fortunately, Hammath appeared and



stopped the guards before they could start a fight . Although Leon didnt react,
he was prepared to use his staff because the guards who approached looked
far more dangerous than Hammath… Leon concluded that after seeing their
eyes . Those were the eyes that had stared at death hundreds of times .

Calm down, guys . Hammath put himself between the guards and Leon . He
is not an enemy… that girl… she cant even obey a simple order .

Who is this guy, Hammath? One of the guards asked .

He is a traveler… from another world . Hammath answered .

A traveler who didnt buy a ticket and didnt want to travel… Leon sighed and
looked away .

He doesnt have the mana crystal in his forehead… The guard frowned . So,
the rumors are true… to think one of them would survive the world above…

Being stared by eyes full of fear, curiosity, and confusion wasnt that
pleasant . Besides, Leon didnt have time to waste . So, he stepped forward .

Im in a hurry… Leon said . Where is your leader?

Sorry, Hammath said . Is grandfather busy? I want to let Leon talk to him .

Todays meeting just ended . The guard said . He is free .



Great, here share with everyone . Hammath passed the guard dozens of those
weird rats .

… It looks like you are on the way to become a good hunter, Hammath . The
guard said . It has been a while since I saw someone finding so much meat .

Ah, it was thanks to Leon, Hammath said . Without his help, I wouldnt have
caught one-third of those . Spread the word that he helped me; it should calm
down everyones nerves .

Even though it was a bit rude, Leon didn���t hide his impatience . He was
in a world where people have been fighting against monsters and creatures
that could do all sorts of crazy things for quite a while, but he didnt have time
to be cautious . Leon had to hurry because he had no idea what could happen
to Earth and his friends while he is away . He didnt finish the job of making
the survivors become allies, so if something happens…

Although the village leaders house was big, it was just because several
meetings were held there . The place was wide, but it didnt have anything
inside of it, not even chairs . The village leader was just sitting on the lifeless
brown ground cross-legged, and his eyes were also closed . As if he was
meditating… Regardless, although he was supposed to be seventy years old,
Hammaths grandfather didnt look much older than Leon . If he had to guess,
Leon would say he was thirty years old . He had some scars here and there,
but he had a healthy complexion . Maybe it was because they didnt have
much water, but he was bald . But that was the last thing Leon noticed, when
he opened his eyes, Leon saw in his crimson eyes, the experience of a veteran
of many death battles .

Grandfather, this is Leon, Hammath said . A traveler from another world .



I can see that, Hammath . The village leader frowned while looking at
Leon . … I never thought I would see a magician after so long…

Grandfather… did something happen? Hammath frowned too . Why are you

angry?

Because you brought someone who greatly annoys me… The village leader
said, still keeping eye-contact with Leon . His mere existence annoys me .

Although he is a magician grandfather, he is from another world, Hammath
said . He doesnt belong to the group who chased us to this place .

He certainly isnt from our world… The village leader said . But magicians are
all the same… Harbingers of chaos and death .

Leon didnt like that guys tone, but he decided to stay quiet and hear more .
After walking for a few hours, it would be a pain to leave without learning
anything . Besides, if he opens his mouth, a fight would probably break out .
Just like the village leader seemed ready to pick a fight, Leon also wanted to
kick the ass of someone so rude .

What are you going to stand there all day and hear me insult you? The village
leader asked .

Just for a while, Leon answered . Once I confirm that you are just a fool that

cant tell me anything useful and just can blame your problems on others, Im
out of here .



Hah… at least you arent so prideful like the fools up above . The village
leader said after smiling for a short moment . My name is Gurr… Although I

dont like people who made choices like you, I will answer a few of your

questions since you helped my grandson .

How about answering a few more since I didnt kill him when he tried to do
the same to me? Leon asked .

… Hammath, it is time for your training . Gurr let out a long sigh . I cant
believe that after all these years of training, you lost to someone who doesnt
have even half of your battle experience .

Hammath didnt like to hear that, but he obeyed readily, even though he was
quite curious about what his grandfather and Leon would talk about it .
Regardless, Leon was quite surprised when he heard that . By the look of
things, The people of that village could only use simple magic like Rage, but
even without a spell to analyze his opponents status, Gurr could see that Leon
only had a few years of battle experience .

Well, then… Gurr looked at Leon in the eye . I guess I should start explaining
why I dont like people like you… I can see that you came from a world that
just experienced the beginning of assimilation, so it is only natural that you
dont know . Still, I wonder if that will even change anything… you already

probably set your world on the path of destruction, after all .
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Leon frowned when he heard those words . He didn't recall doing anything
that would endanger Earth . If anything, he was working to avoid that
humanity destroys itself… but then again, he never thought about the planet .
Considering that mana could make almost everything and was a source of
powerful energy, he concluded that his world was safe, but its inhabitants
weren't .

"What are you talking about?" Leon frowned .

"Before that, tell me . When the monsters and dungeons appeared in your

world?" Gurr asked .

"Are you seriously start this conversation answering a question with another
question?" Leon frowned again . "… It happened almost five years ago . "

"Five years… if one of the harvesters brought you here after such a short

amount of time, then perhaps your world still has a chance…" Gurr said .
"Listen… mana is a source of energy like no other . It can accelerate the
production of food, make living beings stronger, and even prolong the life of
those who have it . But there are several downsides to its use… the people of

your world will soon learn that . "
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"What downsides?" Leon asked .



"It will be easier to understand if I tell the history of this planet…" Gurr said,
grabbed a little of the lifeless earth near him, and let it fall .

That planet was called 'Miebos,' and in their language, the word meant
'grey'… they called it that because a great part of that world was covered in

ice . Leon didn't have time to check, but it looked like the sun of that planet
was quite distant from that world . That was why the temperature was low,
and a long time ago, ice covered almost everything .

Eight percent of the Miebos surface was made of water . The remaining
twenty percent was land… covered in snow . Then a group of people had an
idea… the idea was to create their own sun . That happened two hundred
years ago, and although at that time their technology wasn't that impressive,
the inhabitants of that world managed to send to space a satellite that could
collect vast amounts of solar energy . Then they used it to melt the snow of

the planet . Although they could eat meat from the animals of their ocean, it
looked like it wasn't easy to fish in that world, since several creatures
inhabited that unknown part of the world . Regardless, their plan had been a
success, after getting rid of the snow, they finally obtained the chance to
cultivate their lands… and thus, the age of prosperity of Miebos began .

In one hundred and thirty years, the inhabitants of that world progressed so
much that they even managed to sent a few astronauts to nearby plants and
even created bases there . Science progressed to the point where parents could
even decide the color of their children's eyes… but around the time the first

flying cars got popular, the monsters and dungeons appeared .
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"Out of nowhere?" Leon asked . "Didn't you guys notice anything weird that
may have caused that?"

"At that time, no . " Gurr closed his eyes . "But we noticed later why those
creatures and mana appeared in our world . Those appeared at the very
moment we begun to run out of natural resources . "

Leon frowned when he heard that . Although some people have been
discussed over the last decades that that kind of thing would soon happen on
Earth, it didn't look like that had happened five years ago . Then again…
Leon lived in a rich country, and his family was reasonably well-off . So,
even if that kind of problem appeared in several parts of the world, it would
take a while for him to notice that .

When the monsters appeared, Gurr was a member of the police force of the
capital of the world . Surprisingly, even though the land was quite vast, there
was only one country, and coincidentally, the destroyed city Leon saw before

was the devastated capital . Although the place was several decades ahead in
terms of technology in comparison to Earth, it didn't last more than a few
days when dragons attacked .
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"So, literally, the same events happened here," Leon said . "Dragons destroyed
cities, and the small fries hunted the people of this world . Earthquakes made
dungeons appeared, and even more, monsters came to the planet . "

"Yes, the same thing happened here . " Gurr nodded .

"Did the dragons disappear after a while?" Leon asked .

"Yes," Gurr answered .

"Do you know why?" Leon asked .

"No . Even the people above only have a few theories as to why they suddenly

disappeared and then came back . " Gurr explained . "It looks like at certain
points in the history of every world . Monsters are bound to appear . Those
monsters have the capacity to use mana, and thanks to it, that kind of energy
becomes available to the people of the said world . And thus, a new age of

evolution began…"

"Well, I can see that . " Leon nodded . "Mana is a source of energy way too

convenient, and if the society of a world can learn how to use it without

worrying about extinction, the society of that world would evolve in many
aspects… but why monsters appear? I can't see them as a natural

phenomenon . "

"We don't know that yet," Gurr said . "What we do know is the fact that

dragons weren't supposed to appear alongside ordinary monsters . A sentient

being would have to train for decades before one can obtain the power to kill
them on their first stage . Their mana capacity was leagues above all other



monsters… Besides, the fact that they appeared out of nowhere without using
dungeons doesn't make any sense . Thus, we concluded that they were
summoned by someone to accelerate the evolution process of the world and
their inhabitants . "

"Summoned? By who? The harvesters?" Leon frowned .

"No… even the harvesters don't have the power to summon dragons even in
their initial stage," Gurr said . "They were summoned by someone far more
dangerous and impatient… but we still don't know who . "

Leon frowned when he heard those words . He didnt recall doing anything
that would endanger Earth . If anything, he was working to avoid that
humanity destroys itself… but then again, he never thought about the planet .
Considering that mana could make almost everything and was a source of
powerful energy, he concluded that his world was safe, but its inhabitants
werent .

What are you talking about? Leon frowned .

Before that, tell me . When the monsters and dungeons appeared in your

world? Gurr asked .

Are you seriously start this conversation answering a question with another
question? Leon frowned again . … It happened almost five years ago .

Five years… if one of the harvesters brought you here after such a short
amount of time, then perhaps your world still has a chance… Gurr said .
Listen… mana is a source of energy like no other . It can accelerate the
production of food, make living beings stronger, and even prolong the life of



those who have it . But there are several downsides to its use… the people of

your world will soon learn that .

What downsides? Leon asked .

It will be easier to understand if I tell the history of this planet… Gurr said,
grabbed a little of the lifeless earth near him, and let it fall .

That planet was called Miebos, and in their language, the word meant grey…
they called it that because a great part of that world was covered in ice . Leon
didnt have time to check, but it looked like the sun of that planet was quite
distant from that world . That was why the temperature was low, and a long
time ago, ice covered almost everything .

Eight percent of the Miebos surface was made of water . The remaining
twenty percent was land… covered in snow . Then a group of people had an
idea… the idea was to create their own sun . That happened two hundred
years ago, and although at that time their technology wasnt that impressive,
the inhabitants of that world managed to send to space a satellite that could
collect vast amounts of solar energy . Then they used it to melt the snow of

the planet . Although they could eat meat from the animals of their ocean, it
looked like it wasnt easy to fish in that world, since several creatures
inhabited that unknown part of the world . Regardless, their plan had been a
success, after getting rid of the snow, they finally obtained the chance to
cultivate their lands… and thus, the age of prosperity of Miebos began .

In one hundred and thirty years, the inhabitants of that world progressed so
much that they even managed to sent a few astronauts to nearby plants and
even created bases there . Science progressed to the point where parents could



even decide the color of their childrens eyes… but around the time the first
flying cars got popular, the monsters and dungeons appeared .

Out of nowhere? Leon asked . Didnt you guys notice anything weird that may
have caused that?

At that time, no . Gurr closed his eyes . But we noticed later why those
creatures and mana appeared in our world . Those appeared at the very
moment we begun to run out of natural resources .

Leon frowned when he heard that . Although some people have been
discussed over the last decades that that kind of thing would soon happen on
Earth, it didnt look like that had happened five years ago . Then again… Leon

lived in a rich country, and his family was reasonably well-off . So, even if
that kind of problem appeared in several parts of the world, it would take a
while for him to notice that .

When the monsters appeared, Gurr was a member of the police force of the
capital of the world . Surprisingly, even though the land was quite vast, there
was only one country, and coincidentally, the destroyed city Leon saw before

was the devastated capital . Although the place was several decades ahead in
terms of technology in comparison to Earth, it didnt last more than a few days

when dragons attacked .

So, literally, the same events happened here, Leon said . Dragons destroyed
cities, and the small fries hunted the people of this world . Earthquakes made
dungeons appeared, and even more, monsters came to the planet .

Yes, the same thing happened here . Gurr nodded .



Did the dragons disappear after a while? Leon asked .

Yes, Gurr answered .

Do you know why? Leon asked .

No . Even the people above only have a few theories as to why they suddenly

disappeared and then came back . Gurr explained . It looks like at certain
points in the history of every world . Monsters are bound to appear . Those
monsters have the capacity to use mana, and thanks to it, that kind of energy
becomes available to the people of the said world . And thus, a new age of

evolution began…

Well, I can see that . Leon nodded . Mana is a source of energy way too

convenient, and if the society of a world can learn how to use it without

worrying about extinction, the society of that world would evolve in many
aspects… but why monsters appear? I cant see them as a natural

phenomenon .

We dont know that yet, Gurr said . What we do know is the fact that dragons

werent supposed to appear alongside ordinary monsters . A sentient being

would have to train for decades before one can obtain the power to kill them
on their first stage . Their mana capacity was leagues above all other
monsters… Besides, the fact that they appeared out of nowhere without using
dungeons doesnt make any sense . Thus, we concluded that they were
summoned by someone to accelerate the evolution process of the world and
their inhabitants .

Summoned? By who? The harvesters? Leon frowned .



No… even the harvesters dont have the power to summon dragons even in
their initial stage, Gurr said . They were summoned by someone far more
dangerous and impatient… but we still dont know who .
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When Leon heard that, he noticed that it did make sense . Skeletons could
have their equipment inside the dungeon, but outside, they had to absorb
some mana for them to create those . Considering that they could destroy
airplanes in just a few moments and even match their speed… it was evident
that they were way too powerful, considering that they only appeared in a
world that just obtained mana . Still… Leon was a bit worried about the term

'first stage'… it looked like dragons could evolve into something more

fearsome .

"Well, that does make sense… the dragons I saw were only beasts that craved

for destruction . They weren't that smart, but if they become smart like
humans… is that dragonnewt an evolved dragon or son of one?"

That was probably the case, that guy transported Leon to another world
instead of getting rid of him . Considering his behavior, it was because he
couldn't, nor because he didn't want it . That means the dragonnewt could
only act in that world under some restrictions… while the harvesters
couldn't . As for why Leon had no idea… but he was pretty sure that guy was

supposed to be way stronger than the harvesters .



"I agree with you; it doesn't make sense that dragons appear in worlds like
ours so soon," Leon said . "But considering what you said, are you implying
that dungeons are supposed to appear naturally in every world?"
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"Yes, planets aren't sentient beings . So it makes sense that earthquakes that
create dungeons are natural phenomena . " Gurr explained . "The planets adapt
itself to the energy know as mana, but since it is a very powerful source of
energy, it can react in unexpected ways when it isn't under the control of
anyone . We still don't know how, but we already know that mana can move

things and people over long distances, you are living proof of that . "

"Yeah… so you are saying that mana in the worlds can create places like

wormholes and connect distant worlds?" Leon frowned . "That is crazy,
but…"

In the end, Leon still only has a small amount of knowledge about mana… it

was unbelievable, but considering that he knew the existence of things that

could bend time and space, it wouldn't be weird that mana could create a
secure version of that . While Leon was trying to understand the logic behind

that, he noticed something… he was a magician, and he used mana to do
everything… wasn't he part of the problem? He used his energy to create

many things, but he knew that once he uses mana, the energy wouldn't be
destroyed, it would only change its nature . Leon himself was accelerating the
process of evolution and if evolution was the appearance of things like
harvesters… then that wasn't a good thing .
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"It seems you finally noticed…" Gurr said . "Magicians like you fill the world

with mana and make the planets become even more connected to the system .
To put in simple terms… you are creating the terrain to let even more
powerful creatures invade your world . "

Leon felt like his head was about to explode . That was too much information
for a single day… and the fact that his actions somewhat could cause the
doom of Earth wasn't helping . Still, Leon had no reason to believe in the
words of a stranger . However, it did make sense . It would explain why Gurr
didn't like him, and it would explain why the dragonnewt couldn't kill him…

"A fish can't live outside the sea… but if he finds a way to expand the sea, he
won't have to leave the sea . " Leon said .
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"That's a pretty accurate analogy of the situation…" Gurr looked at Leon with
stern eyes . "That's right, even if you are powerful, you couldn't show your

strength in a world that can't support your strength . Mana also increases the
life and endurance of the worlds, after all . "



Leon bit his lips until it started to bleed… if he only had noticed that mana
was way too convenient sooner, he could have prevented a lot of problems
Earth will face . He spread the knowledge of how to use mana, and thanks to
that, the people of Earth would accelerate the evolution progress of the
planet . The human race survived the first years of assimilation, but it looked
like things would become even more complicated in a few years if they don't
stop using mana .

"So, the only option is to stop using mana, right?" Leon asked . "I guess
sealing dungeons is also an option . "

"Yes, but as you can imagine, it is impossible to stop the greed of sentient
beings," Gurr said . "It is almost impossible to stop the evolution process…
but it can be delayed until the race of the planets grows in physical strength
and in numbers too . Although people also consume mana when they grow
strong, the amount of energy used is small . As for the monsters' corpses, all
their energy is consumed by the planet . "

"Shit… how many years ago the harvesters appeared?" Leon asked . "Did
something else happen?"

"They appeared twenty years ago . At the same time, the dungeons evolved,
and new ones appeared . " Gurr said . "It was around the time the people
above started to teach telekinesis even to kids . "

Leon had no idea how many people lived in Miebos, so it was hard to know
if the Earth had more or less than forty years before the harvesters could
appear . By the look of things, considering that dungeons could evolve and
new ones could appear, it looked like soon using mana to survive wouldn't be
an option, would be a necessity, and that only would give the chances to more



powerful creatures invade Earth . Leon couldn't let that happen by any means
necessary, because if the world gets destroyed and the human race is
decimated, he would be the cause .

When Leon heard that, he noticed that it did make sense . Skeletons could
have their equipment inside the dungeon, but outside, they had to absorb
some mana for them to create those . Considering that they could destroy
airplanes in just a few moments and even match their speed… it was evident
that they were way too powerful, considering that they only appeared in a
world that just obtained mana . Still… Leon was a bit worried about the term

first stage… it looked like dragons could evolve into something more
fearsome .

Well, that does make sense… the dragons I saw were only beasts that craved

for destruction . They werent that smart, but if they become smart like
humans… is that dragonnewt an evolved dragon or son of one?

That was probably the case, that guy transported Leon to another world
instead of getting rid of him . Considering his behavior, it was because he
couldnt, nor because he didnt want it . That means the dragonnewt could only
act in that world under some restrictions… while the harvesters couldnt . As
for why Leon had no idea… but he was pretty sure that guy was supposed to
be way stronger than the harvesters .

I agree with you; it doesnt make sense that dragons appear in worlds like ours
so soon, Leon said . But considering what you said, are you implying that
dungeons are supposed to appear naturally in every world?

Yes, planets arent sentient beings . So it makes sense that earthquakes that
create dungeons are natural phenomena . Gurr explained . The planets adapt



itself to the energy know as mana, but since it is a very powerful source of
energy, it can react in unexpected ways when it isnt under the control of
anyone . We still dont know how, but we already know that mana can move

things and people over long distances, you are living proof of that .

Yeah… so you are saying that mana in the worlds can create places like
wormholes and connect distant worlds? Leon frowned . That is crazy, but…

In the end, Leon still only has a small amount of knowledge about mana… it

was unbelievable, but considering that he knew the existence of things that

could bend time and space, it wouldnt be weird that mana could create a
secure version of that . While Leon was trying to understand the logic behind

that, he noticed something… he was a magician, and he used mana to do
everything… wasnt he part of the problem? He used his energy to create

many things, but he knew that once he uses mana, the energy wouldnt be
destroyed, it would only change its nature . Leon himself was accelerating the
process of evolution and if evolution was the appearance of things like
harvesters… then that wasnt a good thing .

It seems you finally noticed… Gurr said . Magicians like you fill the world
with mana and make the planets become even more connected to the system .
To put in simple terms… you are creating the terrain to let even more
powerful creatures invade your world .

Leon felt like his head was about to explode . That was too much information
for a single day… and the fact that his actions somewhat could cause the
doom of Earth wasnt helping . Still, Leon had no reason to believe in the
words of a stranger . However, it did make sense . It would explain why Gurr
didnt like him, and it would explain why the dragonnewt couldnt kill him…



A fish cant live outside the sea… but if he finds a way to expand the sea, he
wont have to leave the sea . Leon said .

Thats a pretty accurate analogy of the situation… Gurr looked at Leon with
stern eyes . Thats right, even if you are powerful, you couldnt show your

strength in a world that cant support your strength . Mana also increases the
life and endurance of the worlds, after all .

Leon bit his lips until it started to bleed… if he only had noticed that mana
was way too convenient sooner, he could have prevented a lot of problems
Earth will face . He spread the knowledge of how to use mana, and thanks to
that, the people of Earth would accelerate the evolution progress of the
planet . The human race survived the first years of assimilation, but it looked
like things would become even more complicated in a few years if they dont
stop using mana .

So, the only option is to stop using mana, right? Leon asked . I guess sealing
dungeons is also an option .

Yes, but as you can imagine, it is impossible to stop the greed of sentient
beings, Gurr said . It is almost impossible to stop the evolution process… but

it can be delayed until the race of the planets grows in physical strength and in
numbers too . Although people also consume mana when they grow strong,
the amount of energy used is small . As for the monsters corpses, all their
energy is consumed by the planet .

Shit… how many years ago the harvesters appeared? Leon asked . Did
something else happen?



They appeared twenty years ago . At the same time, the dungeons evolved,
and new ones appeared . Gurr said . It was around the time the people above
started to teach telekinesis even to kids .

Leon had no idea how many people lived in Miebos, so it was hard to know
if the Earth had more or less than forty years before the harvesters could
appear . By the look of things, considering that dungeons could evolve and
new ones could appear, it looked like soon using mana to survive wouldnt be
an option, would be a necessity, and that only would give the chances to more
powerful creatures invade Earth . Leon couldnt let that happen by any means
necessary, because if the world gets destroyed and the human race is
decimated, he would be the cause .

Novel Chapter 210

Chapter 210: 210

People like Hammath hated the guys living in the city above because they
lived underground in a place where sunlight could barely reach . But
survivors like Gurr hated them for many more reasons . Still, that wasn't
Leon's problem, so he got up and looked at Gurr in the eye .

"I need your map, I will return to my planet using the dungeons," Leon
declared . "It looks like it doesn't matter if you people use mana or not now
that the harvesters are here, but you guys can't use mana freely . So, I will do
that for you as long as you give me the map . "

"Even if I wanted to trade the map for your services, which I don't want to,"
Gurr smirked . "It would be useless in your hands . Like I said, the dungeons
evolved, and new ones appeared . Do you know why? Because the mana on



our planet reached a level where it could create those connections . Eventually,
the mana on your planet will reach the same level, but for the time being, you
won't be able to use any dungeon on this planet to reach your goal . "

That also made sense, so Leon bit his nails in annoyance . Gurr was mocking
him for his choices, but in the end, Gurr's choices also led his people to live
in that kind of place where the food was scarce, and water wasn't clean… if

Leon was a fool, Gurr wasn't much better, and that only annoyed him even

further .
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Still, Leon couldn't afford to lose his cool . Once more, he was away from
home, this time the trip back would be even longer, there was a chance that
he wouldn't even return… but he couldn't lose his cool . He had to use his
head to use everything in his favor in order to reach his goal .

"The knowledge and technology of the guys up above should be leaps and
bounds larger than Earth . Maybe they can localize the position of Earth, and
I will use a spaceship to return… again with those crazy ideas . Even though
they probably advanced in many fields even more over the course of the last
seventy years, I doubt that they have that kind of technology yet . "

Leon wasn't alone, but he felt like he was back on the island . He couldn't see
any paths that would lead him to his goal, after all . It looked like the
frustrating days of the island returned to torment Leon .
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"I can't wait until Earth reaches the second stage of assimilation… the only

thing I can do is to learn how to bend time and space… even though I barely
can control lightning . "

Fortunately, Leon didn't have to feel like he was walking in a dark room .
There was a way for him to learn that, instead of trying several different
things hoping to discover what he wanted eventually . He just had to obtain
the knowledge of the people above to find some clues or ask the harvesters .
Both plans were crazy, those couldn't even be considered to be plans, but
Leon had no other options . So, he left that house without looking back .

"Didn't you hear me? You can't return to your planet . " Gurr said . "It is
impossible . "
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"… Right now, it is indeed impossible . " Leon looked back . "But not for
long . I won't let my planet be invaded by greedy bastards… sorry for taking

your time . "



After leaving the house, Leon saw Hammath training with several other

people . It looked like he wanted to talk, but Leon ignored him because he

was already tired of the stares of those people in that village .Without waiting

to receive permission, Leon left the underground hideout and then closed its
entrance . Although Gurr was annoying, Leon didn't felt like causing
problems to those who only feared him .

"First things first… fill my stomach . "

Leon had no idea how many harvesters were trying to invade that world, but
he knew one thing, their numbers weren't supposed to be that big . Otherwise,
invading worlds to get stronger wouldn't be that efficient if the competition
was fierce . Still, if only a few were causing a problem to thousands perhaps

millions of survivors of Miebos, then they were strong as hell, and Leon
barely had the power to defeat the guards of a peaceful city… he had to get
stronger, and the fastest way was to eat dragon hearts . While Leon was

toasting and eating dragon hears, he considered the things he could do to get
stronger even faster .

"My goal is to return to Earth before the second stage of assimilation begins,
to do that I need to learn a similar spell that lizard used to teleport me… I
need the teleportation spell, but to reach Earth without knowing where in the
universe it is, I will probably need a stupid amount of mana . My primary
goal once again is to increase my mana…"

That way of thinking was the exact thing that made Leon put Earth on its path
toward destruction, but in the end, it was the only thing he could do . Dragon
hearts would increase his physical strength too, but he doubted that even by
eating those and training his body like a madman would grant him the power
to travel between worlds by leaping . Maybe learning how to fly and increase

his Ice Resistance would grant him the power to cross the outer space, but he



couldn't breathe��� Leon facepalmed… his crazy ideas were returning at

full force .

"I need to find a dungeon and train to increase my mana before anything .
Since using my spells against targets will make them level up faster . "

People like Hammath hated the guys living in the city above because they
lived underground in a place where sunlight could barely reach . But
survivors like Gurr hated them for many more reasons . Still, that wasnt
Leons problem, so he got up and looked at Gurr in the eye .

I need your map, I will return to my planet using the dungeons, Leon
declared . It looks like it doesnt matter if you people use mana or not now that

the harvesters are here, but you guys cant use mana freely . So, I will do that
for you as long as you give me the map .

Even if I wanted to trade the map for your services, which I dont want to,
Gurr smirked . It would be useless in your hands . Like I said, the dungeons
evolved, and new ones appeared . Do you know why? Because the mana on

our planet reached a level where it could create those connections . Eventually,
the mana on your planet will reach the same level, but for the time being, you
wont be able to use any dungeon on this planet to reach your goal .

That also made sense, so Leon bit his nails in annoyance . Gurr was mocking
him for his choices, but in the end, Gurrs choices also led his people to live in
that kind of place where the food was scarce, and water wasnt clean… if Leon

was a fool, Gurr wasnt much better, and that only annoyed him even further .



Still, Leon couldnt afford to lose his cool . Once more, he was away from
home, this time the trip back would be even longer, there was a chance that
he wouldnt even return… but he couldnt lose his cool . He had to use his head
to use everything in his favor in order to reach his goal .

The knowledge and technology of the guys up above should be leaps and
bounds larger than Earth . Maybe they can localize the position of Earth, and
I will use a spaceship to return… again with those crazy ideas . Even though
they probably advanced in many fields even more over the course of the last
seventy years, I doubt that they have that kind of technology yet .

Leon wasnt alone, but he felt like he was back on the island . He couldnt see
any paths that would lead him to his goal, after all . It looked like the
frustrating days of the island returned to torment Leon .

I cant wait until Earth reaches the second stage of assimilation… the only
thing I can do is to learn how to bend time and space… even though I barely
can control lightning .

Fortunately, Leon didnt have to feel like he was walking in a dark room .
There was a way for him to learn that, instead of trying several different
things hoping to discover what he wanted eventually . He just had to obtain
the knowledge of the people above to find some clues or ask the harvesters .
Both plans were crazy, those couldnt even be considered to be plans, but
Leon had no other options . So, he left that house without looking back .

Didnt you hear me? You cant return to your planet . Gurr said . It is
impossible .



… Right now, it is indeed impossible . Leon looked back . But not for long .
I wont let my planet be invaded by greedy bastards… sorry for taking your
time .

After leaving the house, Leon saw Hammath training with several other

people . It looked like he wanted to talk, but Leon ignored him because he

was already tired of the stares of those people in that village .Without waiting

to receive permission, Leon left the underground hideout and then closed its
entrance . Although Gurr was annoying, Leon didnt felt like causing problems
to those who only feared him .

First things first… fill my stomach .

Leon had no idea how many harvesters were trying to invade that world, but
he knew one thing, their numbers werent supposed to be that big . Otherwise,
invading worlds to get stronger wouldnt be that efficient if the competition
was fierce . Still, if only a few were causing a problem to thousands perhaps

millions of survivors of Miebos, then they were strong as hell, and Leon
barely had the power to defeat the guards of a peaceful city… he had to get
stronger, and the fastest way was to eat dragon hearts . While Leon was

toasting and eating dragon hears, he considered the things he could do to get
stronger even faster .

My goal is to return to Earth before the second stage of assimilation begins, to
do that I need to learn a similar spell that lizard used to teleport me… I need
the teleportation spell, but to reach Earth without knowing where in the
universe it is, I will probably need a stupid amount of mana . My primary
goal once again is to increase my mana…

That way of thinking was the exact thing that made Leon put Earth on its path
toward destruction, but in the end, it was the only thing he could do . Dragon



hearts would increase his physical strength too, but he doubted that even by
eating those and training his body like a madman would grant him the power
to travel between worlds by leaping . Maybe learning how to fly and increase

his Ice Resistance would grant him the power to cross the outer space, but he
couldnt breathe��� Leon facepalmed… his crazy ideas were returning at
full force .

I need to find a dungeon and train to increase my mana before anything .
Since using my spells against targets will make them level up faster .
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